With the rapid development of wireless technologies, vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) attract people's attention in recent years. VANETs consist of vehicles and some facilities which are deployed on the road sides. And each vehicle equips wireless communication devices to communicate with other vehicles and facilities. VANETs support a wide range of applications and have been extensively studied. Data dissemination is an important issue in VANETs. However, in order to avoid packet flooding, data usually be disseminated in some specific areas. Therefore, how to select an appropriate area to achieve effective data dissemination is more important. Although, there are many researches about the issue
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With the rapid development of wireless technologies, vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) attract people's attention in recent years. VANETs consist of vehicles and some facilities which are deployed on the road sides. And each vehicle equips wireless communication devices to communicate with other vehicles and facilities. VANETs support a wide range of applications and have been extensively studied. Data dissemination is an important issue in VANETs. However, in order to avoid packet flooding, data usually be disseminated in some specific areas. Therefore, how to select an appropriate area to achieve effective data dissemination is more important. Although, there are many researches about the issue [1] [2] [3] and a lot of novel schemes are proposed [4] [5], they usually consider the location of event as the dissemination area. This leads to more control packets and delay time when vehicles do not know the dissemination area or need multiple event informations at the same time.
In this paper, we propose an efficient data dissemination in urban vehicular ad hoc networks which has better success ratio of data requests and less control packets. First, find an appropriate dissemination area and spread the information of events over the area. We select the intersection with the maximum traffic flow as the center of dissemination area. The size of the area is determined by the importance of events which are classified into three levels. The events with higher level are more important. The dissemination area of i-th level events is bounded by the intersections which are (i-1)-hop far from the center. Secondly, choose a path to query the event information and a path to return the data quickly. The request packet will be sent to the dissemination area by a shortest path. The first vehicle received the packet will reply the data according to the trajectory of vehicle that issued the request packet. In addition, due to the mobility of vehicles, we also present some mechanisms to ensure the delivery efficiently. Finally, we use Network Simulator 2.35 (NS2) to build simulation environments and compare the proposed method with CDN and CDNY [4] . The simulation results show that the proposed method outperforms CDN and CDNY in terms of the control packets, the delay and the packet delivery ratio.
